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Celebrations and Transitions
The upcoming VBA Winter Meeting is fast approaching on January 19-20 in Williamsburg. All
VBA members are invited to attend. If you have never gotten involved with theYLD, the Annual
Meeting is an excellent first step. We always welcome new faces in Williamsburg.
This issue of the Opening Statement marks both celebration and transition. We celebrate theYLD’s
impressive results at the most recent American Bar Association’s Awards of Achievement in New
York. Specifically, theYLD won first place in the following categories: Comprehensive, Diversity
(for its Virginia Hispanic Chamber of Commerce Legal Aid Clinic), Service to the Bar (for its
Spring Symposium at the University of Richmond), and Newsletter (for its submission of Opening
Statement).
Turning to transition, we say goodbye to Jennifer L. Ligon, as she departs the editorial staff of the
Opening Statement for a “promotion” toYLD Chair-Elect. Jen has served as an editor for over two
years, having joined the staff in the Fall of 2015 (Volume 3, Issue Number 4). She has brought
accuracy, clarity, and sound judgment to her editorial role, and she has been a joy with which to
work. We will all benefit from Jen’s steady hand as Chair-Elect of theYLD.
At the same time, we welcome a new Development Editor to the Opening Statement, Graham
K. Bryant. Graham serves as a law clerk to Chief Judge Glen A. Huff of the Court of Appeals of
Virginia, in which role he studies developments in state and federal appellate law as well as techniques for effective legal reasoning and writing. Graham has already published excellent content
in the Opening Statement, and we are excited to have him join our staff.
TheVBA Annual Meeting marks another important transition, that of the conclusion of theYLD
Chairmanship of Jeremy S. Williams. Jeremy has brought a practical-yet-dedicated eye to the
operation of theYLD, caring for the finances of the Division in challenging fiscal times, and working to ensure that the energy of our members is directed to useful projects. But more importantly,
Jeremy has become a true friend and confidant to many, and theYLD is better because of him.
Finally, with Jeremy’s move to Immediate Past Chair, we welcome Andrew B. Stockment as the
new Chair of theYLD. Andrew is well-known to the Opening Statement and to many of us in the
Division, as he was the founder of this newsletter over six years ago. What success the Opening
Statement has enjoyed is due in large part to his early efforts, and we look forward to the precision
and detail that he will undoubtedly bring to his new role.
Thank you for reading. We hope you enjoy this issue of Opening Statement!
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VBA Annual Meeting
The Virginia Bar Association will
hold its 128th Annual Meeting in
Williamsburg on January 18-20,
2018. The statewide event is an
excellent opportunity to attend
CLEs, to see old friends and make
new ones, and to network and
socialize with lawyers of all ages.
The YLD will have programming
specifically geared for young
lawyers, and all young lawyers are
welcome and encouraged to attend.
To learn more about the YLD, visit our
website at www.vba.org/?page=yld.

Featured Activities:
Fri., Jan. 19, 10:00am-12:00pm:
YLD Law School Liaison Recruiting
Roundtable
Fri., Jan. 19, 12:30pm-2:45pm:
YLD Luncheon and CLE
Fri., Jan. 19, 3:00pm-4:00pm:
YLD/Judiciary Networking
Reception
Fri., Jan. 19, 6:00pm-10:30pm:
Annual Reception, Banquet, and
Dance
Fri., Jan. 19, 10:30pm-12:30am:
YLD “After-Hours” Social
Sat., Jan. 20, 8:00am-9:15am:
Annual Breakfast and Business
Meeting
Sat., Jan. 20, 11:00am-12:30pm:
YLD CLE: Practical Cybersecurity in
a World of Breaches
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Sat., Jan. 20, 12:30pm-1:30pm:
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR

2017 Declared Best Ever
By Jeremy S. Williams

The dust has settled, the votes have
been tabulated, the pundits have
been consulted and the experts have
decreed—2017 was the best year in the
history of the Young Lawyers Division.
For this accomplishment, we would
like to personally thank those who
came before us and gave us the tools to
accomplish such a feat. For those who
come after, I’m sorry you will have to
forever live in the shadow of this year’s
achievements.

meetings. At the Annual Meeting in
Williamsburg we shared lunch, drinks,
laughs and a CLE on drafting contracts.
At the Spring Meeting at the Tides Inn
in Irvington, we rubbed elbows with the
Board of Governors and a Congressman,
ate oysters, shared drinks and learned
more about aquaculture and the riparian
laws impacting oyster growers than most
of us ever thought possible. In the fall, we
met at the newly constructed member
center, VBA on Main, in Richmond.

Ok, so maybe the paragraph above is
a bit of an exaggeration. However, as
my term as Chair of the YLD comes to
a close, I’m forced to reminisce on my
legacy . . . err . . . I mean the accomplishments of 2017 and the people who
helped us to get there.

Perhaps the most summary recognition of the efforts of our members is
the awards we received from the ABA
Awards of Achievement competition.
Our committee works hard every year
to ensure a timely and comprehensive
application. This year was no different.
We took home first place in our division in the Service to the Bar, Diversity,
Newsletter and Comprehensive categories. That’s four first place finishes
including in the overall category. I’m not
sure much else can so accurately sum up
how great this organization is.

First, thank you to all the members of
the YLD, especially those who serve on
committees, our Leadership Council,
our Executive Board and as officers.
The YLD is what it is because of the hard
work of all of you.
Now, for some self-aggrandizing reflections. At the start of this year, with a
newly revamped leadership structure,
we had over a dozen leadership positions to fill. I’m happy to report that
substantially all of those positions have
been filled, we have welcomed numerous new members to our leadership and
new projects and membership initiatives
are up and running.
During the course of the year, the YLD
hosted and participated in four quarterly

Although my time here is drawing to a
close, I know this organization will continue to thrive. Our organization is
the well-oiled, efficient and productive
organization it is because of our members and leaders. I urge you to continue
your involvement with the YLD and if
you are not yet involved, you are missing out. It has been a treat to serve as
Chair and I look forward to sharing a
drink with each and every one of you in
the near future. 

Jeremy S. Williams

Partner, Kutak Rock LLP (Richmond)
YLD Chair, 2017-18
Bio: Jeremy is a partner in the Bankruptcy, Restructuring and
Creditors’ Rights group at Kutak Rock LLP in Richmond, where
he represents debtors, creditors and other interested parties
in various matters in federal and state court. A VBA member
since 2011, he most recently served as Chair-Elect of the Young
Lawyers Division and co-chair of the George Mason University
Law School Council. Jeremy is a member of the VBA Bankruptcy Law Section
and is a graduate of the University of Virginia and the George Mason University
School of Law.
Contact Info: jeremy.williams@kutakrock.com or 804.343.5257
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YLD RECEIVES NATIONAL RECOGNITION

YLD Shines at ABA National Awards

The ABA presents awards at its national conference.

Comprehensive: which recognized the Thank you for putting the VBA YLD on
YLD’s broad range of programming.
the “map,” and we anticipate even greater
Newsletter: which recognized theYLD’s projects coming forth in 2018! 
Opening Statement.
The numerous awards would not have
been possible but for the valiant efforts
of our dynamic young lawyers in creating and conducting the various projects.
Courtesy: Kristen R. Jurjevich

Each year, the ABA’s Young Lawyer’s
Division holds an annual Awards of
Achievement Program, which allows
state and local young lawyer organizations across the country to submit their
best projects for evaluation and recognition.The Awards of Achievement Program
is designed to encourage project development and provide national recognition of
the time, effort, and skills expended by
young lawyer organizations in implementing public service and bar service projects
in their communities.
There are five categories of competition
for submissions. Three of the categories
are single project categories: Service
to the Public; Service to the Bar; and
Diversity. There is also a category for
Newsletter, which highlights to the role
of the organization’s newsletter in achieving its overall goals and objectives, as
well as a comprehensive category to
demonstrate the organization’ s broad
range of programming. Each year, the
Virginia Bar Association’s Young Lawyer’s
Division (“YLD”) submits projects for
evaluation and recognition in each of the
five categories.
The YLD made a remarkable showing
at the 2017 American Bar Association’s
Annual Meeting. The VBA YLD ranked
FIRST in its division for four categories
of submissions:
Service to the Bar: which recognized
the YLD’s University of Richmond Spring
Symposium project.
Diversity: which recognized the YLD’s
Virginia Hispanic Chamber of Commerce
Legal Aid Clinic project.

Courtesy: Kristen R. Jurjevich

By Kristen R Jurjevich

The YLD earned first-place finishes in four different categories.

Kristen R. Jurjevich

Associate, Pender & Coward, P.C. (Virginia Beach)
Bio: Kristen is a corporate and transactional attorney at Pender & Coward
in Virginia Beach, focusing her practice in the areas of business law, residential and commercial real estate transactions, community association
matters, and litigation in the state and federal courts in Virginia. Kristen is a
member of the YLD Executive Board and has been actively involved in the
VBA since January 2015, when she became the VBA YLD Chair of the Regent Law School Council. She also serves as Chair-Elect of the ABA Awards
of Achievement Committee and participates as a YLD member of the VBA Pro Bono Council.
Contact Info: krj@pendercoward.com or 757.490.6261
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PREPARATION (AND AN OUTLINE) ARE KEY

Preparing for Your First Expert Deposition
By L. Lucy Willson
An expert’s deposition is one of the most
important parts of the discovery process.
Indeed, lawsuits are often won or lost on
the basis of expert testimony. As such,
taking your first expert deposition can
be an exciting, but somewhat daunting experience. You can employ several
guidelines to ensure that you are properly prepared for your first deposition.
Determine your goals for the
deposition. The first step in preparing for the deposition is to outline
the goals that you hope to accomplish
during the deposition. Typically, the
main purpose of any expert deposition
is to determine the expert’s opinions
and bases for these opinions. These are
usually outlined in the expert’s report
and disclosure. When I was preparing
for one of my first expert depositions,
one of my colleagues called these the
“show me” questions. Simply ask the
expert to explain to you all of her opinions in the case that you disagree with or
intend to cross-examine her on at trial
and walk through each opinion in detail,
asking her to outline her methodology
or bases for each. Although this may be
a painstaking task, it will help alleviate
any surprises at trial and will likely limit
her testimony to only those opinions
and bases offered during the deposition.

However, depending on your goals,
you may decide that you need to take
a more aggressive stance and actually
cross-examine the witness during the
deposition. For instance, by revealing
the weaknesses in your opponent’s case
through this cross-examination, you may
encourage a more favorable settlement.
The obvious downside of revealing these
flaws to your opponent and the expert
is that they can now adequately prepare
for these questions in advance of trial,
ultimately diminishing the effect of your
cross-examination.
In addition to the expert’s case-specific
opinions, you may also need to explore
the expert’s background. This may
include questions regarding the expert’s
education, work experience, testifying history and potential bias. Often,
an expert may have a substantial testifying history, which will alleviate the
need to explore some of these topics in
detail and require you to only update this
information.
Do your homework. You can learn
a lot about the expert and
her anticipated testimony
through several avenues.
First, as highlighted above,
if the expert regularly

L. Lucy Willson

Are you protecting

Partner, Willcox & Savage, PC
(Norfolk)

your biggest asset?

Bio: Lucy is an associate in Willcox Savage’s
Asbestos Defense Litigation, Products Liability,
and Transportation Section. Her primary focus
is the development and coordination of the
medical and scientific defense of mass liability
trials nationally for a Fortune 500 asbestos
supplier. Lucy routinely conducts depositions and examinations
for trial purposes and has extensive experience drafting briefs for
dispositive motions in state and federal courts throughout the
nation.
Lucy has been a member of the Virginia Bar Association and
the Young Lawyers Division since 2010, has acted as regional
coordinator, co-chair and chair of the Model Judiciary Program, and
currently serves on a co-chair for the Town Hall Meeting Program
and as the Tidewater Representative for the Young Lawyers Division.
Contact Info: lwillson@wilsav.com or 757.628.5690
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appears in litigation, you should review
her prior testimony to learn about not
only her background, but her prior
opinions, her biases, her demeanor and
her responsiveness to questioning. If
she testifies often, speak with your colleagues about their prior experiences
deposing her. They may have helpful
insight into the best way to approach
the cross-examination. Second, review
her prior publications to identify any
potential inconsistences between her
opinions and methodologies in your
case and her published opinions. Not
only will this educate you on her opinions, but it will also help to educate you
in her area of expertise. Third, search
the internet to see whether the expert
has been involved in any prior cases or
excluded at trial, spoken at any conferences that were video-recorded and
available on-line, or has a website with
potentially useful information. Lastly,
talk to your experts. They can not only
provide insight into potential weaknesses
of the opponent expert’s methodologies,
but they can help educate you on the

For most people, their biggest asset is their ability to work and
earn an income. Doesn’t it make sense to insure it? Call Virginia
Barristers Alliance, Inc. (VBAI) to ask about VBA member discounts
on Disability Income Protection Insurance.

800-358-7987
www.virginiabarristersalliance.com

VIRGINIA

BARRISTERS

ALLIANCE INC.
INSURANCE AGENCY

A subsidiary of The Virginia Bar Association

An insurance agency created by attorneys, for attorneys
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subject matter generally to prepare you for
the upcoming deposition. After you speak
with your own experts, you may want to
re-review the opponent’s prior testimony
or publications with a more educated and
trained eye.
Know your case inside and out.
While the expert may be well-versed in
her subject area, you can have a leg up by
knowing the facts of the case and the law
governing the case better than the expert.
For instance, the experts that I encounter
typically receive limited discovery materials. In fact, oftentimes they receive only a
few-paragraph summary of all of the witnesses’ testimony in the case. By parsing
through this summary to find discrepancies, you may identify weaknesses in her
opinions and methodologies, which will
provide beneficial ammunition for both
motions practice and cross-examination
at trial.
Learning the rules regarding admissibility
of expert testimony will allow you to lay
the foundation during the deposition for
a motion to exclude her testimony. By
educating yourself on the applicable law,
you can properly tailor questions to help
to uncover unscientific and unsupportable
methodologies and opinions and elicit

helpful admissions during
the deposition. Further, by
learning the elements that the
opposition must establish for
their claims or defenses, you
can formulate your questions
to obtain concessions from
the expert that may damage
your opposition’s case. These
concessions may be helpful
when filing certain motions
in limine.
Tying it all together. After
you have determined your
goals for the deposition and
have thoroughly researched
the expert, her opinions and
Visit our Health Care Data Aware Blog at
methodology, the case and
williamsmullen.com/blogs/hipaa
the law, you may want to prepare an outline to tie all of the
pieces together. Especially
for your first expert deposition, you may be anxious that
you will forget to ask certain
questions or lose track of your
questioning of the witness.
When I am preparing for an
throw you off track. A broad subject area
expert deposition, I initially draft a very outline will allow you to move to differthorough outline and then subsequently ent topics freely, but will also ensure that
tailor the outline to include only subject you address all the questions in the outareas or key words. However, for your first line as you move through the deposition.
expert deposition, you may As you become more comfortable taking
want to write out questions expert depositions, you may eventually
completely – particularly not require an outline. But for your first
questions that are technical deposition, it is best to be fully prepared
and complex to ensure that with a complete outline to ensure that you
you have worded your ques- accomplish your goals for the deposition.
tions properly. You should
also organize your outline There are many different ways to prepare
in categories or by subject for an expert deposition. And as you progmatter in order to allow ress in your career, you will develop your
flexibility in the flow of own style and techniques to prepare for
your questioning. If a savvy these depositions. For your first deposiexpert witness notices that tion, however, the guidelines outlined
you are too wedded to your above allow you to walk into your deposioutline, she may attempt to tion thoroughly prepared and confident. 

Are You
Up-to-date On
Data Privacy
& Cybersecurity
Issues?

Opportunities to Get Involved
Are you looking for an opportunity to get involved with the
VBA Young Lawyers Division? You can read about the YLD’s
multiple projects and committees at: vba.org/yldactivities.
Just reach out to the project or committee chair to learn more.
In addition, the YLD always welcomes ideas for new projects.
Just reach out to anyone on the YLD Executive Board to share
your proposal: vba.org/yld.
Opening Statement | Winter 2017-2018 | Vol. 6 No. 1 | VBA Young Lawyers Division
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WHAT EVERY YOUNG LAWYER SHOULD KNOW

The Legal Landscape in the Era of #MeToo
By Nancy S. Lester & Reilly C. Moore
Last month, Time Magazine named “The about by the #MeToo movement hold
Silence Breakers” its 2017 Person of the particular relevance for young lawyers,
Year. The magazine highlighted the brav- both in their roles as legal advisors and as
ery of hundreds of women and men who employees in high-pressure, often hierarspoke out regarding sexual harassment chical work environments. For advising
and assault in politics and entertainment. clients and navigating the legal career
The #MeToo movement has spread ladder, knowledge of the relevant laws
across the country and provided many and the resources available for victims of
victims of sexual misconduct the sup- sexual misconduct is fundamental for any
port and affirmation they needed to tell young lawyer.
their stories. And now, the movement has Overview of Relevant Laws
reached the upper echelons of the legal
world, as six women, including former Virginia and federal law both prohibit
law clerks, came forward in December to sexual harassment in the workplace.
accuse a federal appeals judge of sexual Sexual harassment takes many forms, but
misconduct, resulting in a high-profile in general, the law prohibits two types
resignation.1
of misconduct: “quid pro quo” harassThe transformational changes brought ment and hostile work environment
Nancy S. Lester
Of Counsel, Ogletree, Deakins, Nash, Smoak & Stewart, PC
(Richmond)
Practice Areas: Labor & Employment Law
VBA Leadership: YLD Executive Board Member & Law School
Liaison (Jan. 2013–present), Co-Chair, University of Richmond
Law School Council (2009–2015)
Awards: Virginia Business Magazine “Legal Elite” (2014–2017);
Virginia Super Lawyers Rising Star – Labor and Employment (2013–2017)
Bio: Nancy represents employers in all types of labor and employment litigation and
counseling matters, including discrimination, harassment, retaliation, wage and hour,
breach of contract, and business tort claims. She also regularly reviews and prepares
employee handbooks, policies, and contracts, conducts workplace investigations,
and counsels employers regarding best practices and litigation avoidance.
Contact Info: nancy.lester@ogletree.com or 804.663.2331

Reilly C. Moore
Associate, Ogletree, Deakins, Nash, Smoak & Stewart, PC
(Richmond)
Practice Areas: Employment Law, Labor Law, Civil Litigation
Law School: University of Richmond School of Law (2016)
VBA Leadership: Law School Council Liaison (2018 elect)
Bio: Reilly maintains an active civil litigation practice, focusing
on employment litigation, including discrimination, harassment,
retaliation, public policy and wage and hour claims. He also provides counseling
for employers and employees regarding anti-discrimination training and prepares
employee handbooks, contracts and restrictive covenants.
Contact: reilly.moore@ogletree.com or (804) 663-2342
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harassment.
Quid pro quo sexual harassment
occurs when a supervisor conditions an
employee’s receipt of a job benefit on
performance of a sexual act or submission to a supervisor’s sexual advances.2
This type of harassment can be explicit
or implicit; an employer need not specifically offer an employee a promotion in
exchange for sex to be guilty of quid pro
quo harassment if it is clear that “a tangible employment action resulted from a
refusal to submit to a supervisor’s sexual
demands.”3 While less common than hostile work environment harassment, quid
pro quo harassment most often occurs in
work environments where there are significant gaps in power or authority.
Hostile work environment sexual
harassment may involve less overt misconduct that still improperly brings
offensive sexual undertones or attitudes
into the workplace. These could include
excessive sexual jokes, overaggressive
attempts to date or seduce a co-worker
or unwanted physical touching, among
other things. Under the law, harassment
must be “unwelcome” and “sufficiently
severe or pervasive to alter the condition
of employment” to qualify as unlawful.4
Hostile work environment harassment
includes both a subjective element, such
that the victim must actually interpret
the work environment as hostile, and an
objective element, requiring the victim’s
belief to be reasonable.5 While the definition of “severe or pervasive” is somewhat
nebulous, a single act of egregious sexual
misconduct, including but not limited
to sexual assault, violates both criminal
and civil law.6 The federal law governing workplace harassment is Title VII of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (“Title VII”),
which covers employers with 15 or more
employees.7 The state law counterpart to
Title VII is the Virginia Human Rights Act
(“VHRA”), which applies to employers
with between 6 and 14 employees.8 Both
statutes provide remedies for employees
who suffered quid pro quo harassment at
work or were subjected to a hostile work
environment.
In light of the #MeToo movement and
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increasing awareness of the prevalence of
sexual harassment in the workplace, Congress has proposed some laws to provide
enhanced protection for employees. For
example, a bipartisan group of legislators recently proposed a federal law that
would exempt sexual harassment claims
from employment arbitration agreements.9 Under the proposed law, an
employee could bring a private cause of
action in court for sexual harassment even
if she signed an agreement to arbitrate any
legal claims arising out of her employment.10 State legislatures, including the
Virginia General Assembly, are likely to
take up similar measures in response to the
#MeToo movement during 2018.
Basics of Advising Employer and
Individual Clients
Particularly in the present climate,
whether you practice employment or any
other type of law, you may receive questions from advice-seekers – friends and
clients alike – regarding workplace harassment. Knowing the basics of prevention
and the procedural steps involved in a
complaint can provide a helpful foundation
for responding to these queries.
For victims of sexual harassment at work,
the first step to formally filing a claim generally involves an administrative charge.
Both the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC) and the Virginia
Attorney General’s Office Division of
Human Rights enforce sexual harassment
laws in the workplace. The EEOC enforces
Title VII claims against employers and the
Division of Human Rights has jurisdiction
to enforce theVHRA. Both agencies investigate complaints of sexual harassment
and enforce the anti-retaliation provisions
of state and federal law, which prohibit
employers from punishing employees for
reporting sexual harassment in good faith.
Filing a claim with one of these agencies
is a prerequisite to filing a lawsuit. Once
these agencies complete their investigation, an employee receives a notice of his
or her right to sue, even if the agency does
not find cause to believe an employer violated the law.
For employers, an ounce of prevention can
be worth well more than a pound of cure.
Employers can reduce the risk of sexual
harassment at work and the ensuing litigation by hosting anti-harassment training
for employees and managers, and by enacting and enforcing clear and comprehensive

policies that explain prohibited conduct
and provide avenues for employees to
report complaints. As a practical matter,
these measures help to promote a healthier working environment, from which all
workers benefit. Even so, if sexual misconduct or harassment does occur, employers
should immediately take steps to ensure it
is effectively investigated, addressed, and
does not happen again. Proper policies
and corrective action also may allow an
employer to assert an affirmative defense
to civil liability in the event of litigation as a
result of alleged harassment.11 For clients
with employees, now is an ideal time to
review and update anti-harassment policies
and training procedures to make sure they
are thorough, effective, and consistently
enforced.
Resources for Young Lawyers Dealing with Sexual Harassment
The employment laws summarized above
are not only relevant to potential clients,
but also to lawyers themselves. After all,
young lawyers are often new employees
entering a competitive job market with
inherent seniority gaps and significant
incentives to rise up the corporate ladder
quickly. With that, unfortunately, comes
the possibility that supervisors, clients or
other power-brokers could attempt to
take advantage of a young lawyer’s desire
to achieve career success. If you face a
situation where you feel uncomfortable
at work, there are a number of public and
private resources available to report and
address harassment.
The first step for many workplace harassment complaints involves an internal
Human Resources department. As discussed above, Title VII and the VHRA
include anti-retaliation provisions that prevent an employer from taking an adverse
employment action because an employee
opposes conduct that he or she reasonably
believes to be sexual harassment.12 These
retaliation protections apply equally to
internal complaints and agency filings.
Smaller firms may not have internal HR
departments or other clear alternatives,
but reporting harassment to a trusted
supervisor or manager would also put the
employer on notice of the harassment and
trigger its duty to investigate.
The Virginia State Bar also provides
resources for attorneys who need help or
advice regarding workplace concerns in
Virginia law firms. In the event that the
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conduct of an attorney raises issues regarding his or her professional competence or
ethics, the Virginia State Bar Ethics Hotline
may provide assistance. Further, local bar
associations or sections of the state bar may
provide resources beyond those available
through the state bar or the VBA.
In the short term, the #MeToo movement
may disrupt some common workplace
norms and require employers and lawyers
to take significant steps to adjust to the
new reporting climate. In the long term,
the cultural and systemic changes arising
from the bravery of the Silence Breakers should provide positive change and
improve working conditions for employees
in all fields for years to come. 
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avoid liability by showing it exercised reasonable care to prevent and correct promptly any
sexually harassing behavior and establishing that
the plaintiff-employee unreasonably failed to take
advantage of any preventive or corrective opportunities provided by the employer).
12. See Boyer-Liberto v. Fontainebleau Corp., 786 F.3d
264, 284 (4th Cir. 2015) (finding an employee
may be protected from retaliation for reporting
a single incident of harassment if she reasonably believes a hostile work environment is in
progress).
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KNOW YOUR YLD

Officers and Officer Candidates
Andrew B. Stockment

Jennifer L. Ligon

Shareholder, Lenhart Pettit (Charlottesville)
YLD Chair, 2018-19
Bio: Andrew leads Lenhart Pettit’s
cyber¬security and data privacy practice
and advises clients in the areas of intellectual property, technology, and business law. Andrew joined the VBA as a law
student and currently serves as the YLD
Chair-Elect and as a member of the Intellectual Property and
Information Technology Law Section Council. He received the
YLD’s Emerson G. Spies Award in 2013, and he is a graduate
of the University of Virginia School of Law. Andrew and his
wife Martha, and their daughter, live in Crozet and are active
members of Trinity Presbyterian Church. They enjoy reading,
hiking, and watching U.Va. Men’s Basketball.

Associate, Williams Mullen (Richmond)
YLD Chair-Elect, 2018-19 (nominated)
Bio: Jennifer is an associate in the
Health Care Section at Williams Mullen.
Her practice focuses on transactional
and regulatory matters for health care
providers, including hospitals, health
systems, and physician groups. Jennifer
is an avid Syracuse fan.
Contact Info: jligon@williamsmullen.com or 804.420.6423

Madelaine A. Kramer

Counsel, Sands Anderson PC (McLean)
YLD Secretary-Treasurer, 2018-19
(nominated)

Contact Info: abs@lplaw.com or 434.220.9386

Jeremy S. Williams

Partner, Kutak Rock LLP (Richmond)
YLD Immediate Past Chair, 2018-19
Bio: Jeremy is a partner in the Bankruptcy,
Restructuring and Creditors’ Rights group
at Kutak Rock LLP in Richmond, where he
represents debtors, creditors and other
interested parties in various matters in federal
and state court. A VBA member since 2011, he
most recently served as Secretary/Treasurer of the Young Lawyers
Division and co-chair of the George Mason University Law School
Council. Jeremy is a member of the VBA Bankruptcy Law Section
and is a graduate of the University of Virginia and the George
Mason University School of Law.
Contact Info: jeremy.williams@kutakrock.com or 804.343.5257

Bio: Madelaine is a civil litigation attorney
and member of Sands Anderson’s Business and Professional Litigation Group.
She focuses her practice on professional
liability defense and the defense of companies in personal
injury, product liability, employment and complex commercial matters throughout state and federal courts in Virginia,
DC and Maryland. Madelaine has been involved in the VBA
since serving on the VBA YLD Law School Council as a law
student at the University of Richmond. She has served as
a member of the YLD Leadership Council since 2013 and is
currently the Chair of the University Richmond Law School
Council.
Contact Info: mkramer@sandsanderson.com or 703.663.1705

Executive Board Candidates
Joseph A. Figueroa

William D. Prince IV

Associate, McCandlish & Lillard
(Leesburg/Fairfax)

Director, Thompson
McMullan (Richmond)

Bio: Joe maintains an active civil litigation practice in a
wide array of practice areas, with a particular focus on
real estate and commercial litigation. He also counsels
clients on matters of Virginia election law and recounts.
In addition to the VBA, Joe is also active in the Northern
Virginia legal community, serving on the board of directors of the Young Lawyers Section of the Fairfax Bar Association. Joe previously served as a law clerk to the Honorable Daniel E. Ortiz and Charles J.
Maxfield of the Fairfax Circuit Court.
Contact Info: jfigueroa@mccandlishlawyers.com or 703.934.1167
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Bio: Will’s practice focuses
on the representation of
businesses and financial
institutions in general
litigation and bankruptcy
matters, with a particular focus on commercial
litigation and business disputes.
Contact Info: wprince@t-mlaw.com or
804. 698.6254
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Daniel R. Sullivan

Michael W. Stark

Partner, Gentry Locke Attorneys
(Roanoke)
Bio: Dan maintains an active civil litigation

Associate, McGuireWood LLP
(Richmond)

practice, with a particular focus on business litigation and insurance defense. He
also regularly assists businesses and individuals in determining insurance coverage
issues. He maintains an active bar license in West Virginia as
well as Virginia. Before law school, Dan spent a year in Spain
in foreign exchange studies, and then a year in Chile doing
volunteer work. Dan is fluent in Spanish.

Bio: Michael is an associate at McGuireWoods in Richmond. He handles product
liability, toxic tort, and consumer financial
services litigation on the trial and appellate
levels. Michael also has an active pro bono
practice, representing clients in connection with the Virginia
Hispanic Chamber of Commerce’s free legal clinic and the
Legal Aid Justice Center. He also regularly represents prisoners in federal civil rights cases.

Contact Info: sullivan@gentrylocke.com or 540.983.9362

Contact Info: : mstark@mcguirewoods.com or 804.775.1187

Current Executive Board Members
Nancy S. Lester

Daniel D. Mauler

Of Counsel, Ogletree, Deakins, Nash,
Smoak & Stewart, PC
(Richmond)

Partner, Redmon, Peyton & Braswell,
LLP (Alexandria)
Bio: Dan is a commercial litigator who
focuses on courtroom advocacy and
technology cases in the federal courts
of Virginia and Washington, D.C. He
blogs on the rapid legal developments
of the Eastern District of Virginia.
When not blogging or practicing law, he is an avid travel
photographer.
Blog: rpb-law.com/EDVAUpdate/
Contact Info: dmauler@rpb-law.com or 703.879.1948

Bio: Nancy represents employers in all types
of labor and employment litigation and
counseling matters, including discrimination, harassment, retaliation, wage and hour,
breach of contract, and business tort claims.
She also regularly reviews and prepares employee handbooks, policies, and contracts, conducts workplace investigations, and counsels employers regarding best practices and
litigation avoidance.
Contact Info: nancy.lester@ogletree.com or 804.663.2331

Kristen R. Jurjevich

Associate, Pender & Coward, P.C.
(Virginia Beach)
Bio: Kristen is a corporate and
transactional attorney at Pender &
Coward in Virginia Beach, focusing
her practice in the areas of business
law, residential and commercial real
estate transactions, community association matters,
and litigation in the state and federal courts in Virginia. Kristen is a member of the YLD Executive Board
and has been actively involved in the VBA since January 2015, when she became the VBA YLD Chair of the
Regent Law School Council. She also serves as ChairElect of the ABA Awards of Achievement Committee
and participates as a YLD member of the VBA Pro Bono
Council.
Contact Info: krj@pendercoward.com or 757.490.6261

Laura Golden Liff

Associate, Miles & Stockbridge PC
(Tysons Corner)
Bio: Laura is a complex commercial
litigator practicing in state and federal
courts in Virginia, Washington, D.C. and
nationwide. A significant portion of her
practice is focused on serving clients in
the government contracts, information
technology and financial services industries. In addition to
serving on the YLD Executive Committee, Laura is the YLD
Representative on the VBA Pro Bono Council and a member
of the Women in Business Council for the Northern Virginia
Chamber of Commerce.
Contact Info: lliff@milesstockbridge.com or
703.610.8651
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Current Executive Board Members (continued)
Jonathan Lucier

Frank R. Cragle, III

Associate, Williams Mullen (Richmond)

Partner, Hirschler Fleischer (Richmond)
Bio: Frank Cragle is a trial lawyer and a
member of Hirschler Fleischer’s Insurance
Recovery Team in Richmond. He handles
a variety of corporate and commercial
business disputes, including insurance
recovery and policyholder claims. Frank
also devotes a substantial portion of his
time to business tort claims and employment litigation.
Contact Info: fcragle@hf-law.com or 804.771.9515

Bio: Jon is a litigation associate at Williams Mullen in Richmond and co-chair
of the YLD’s Virginia Hispanic Chamber of
Commerce Legal Aid Clinic. Jon lives in
Richmond with his wife Casey (an associate at McGuireWoods) and their children
Jack and Maggie.
Contact Info: jlucier@williamsmullen.com or
804.420.6606

Patrick Bolling

Associate, Woods Rogers Edmunds & Williams (Lynchburg)
Practice Areas: Business & Corporate, Real Estate, Labor & Employment, Litigation
Law School: Washington & Lee
University School of Law (2014)
College: Hampden-Sydney College (2009)
VBA Leadership: Co-Chair of the W&L Law School Council, Leadership Council
Bio: Outside of the office, Patrick is a director of the Arc of Central Virginia, a non-profit serving the
intellectually and developmentally disabled of the Greater Lynchburg Area, and is active in downtown
Lynchburg revitalization efforts through his involvement in Academy Center of the Arts’ MIX initiative and the Daniel’s Hill
Community Garden. He and his wife, Anna, are expecting their first child in November.
Contact Info: pbolling@woodsrogers.com or 434.455.9129

Submit Your Article or Event Write‑up to Opening Statement
The Opening Statement Editorial Board welcomes the submission of articles by young lawyers. Generally, articles should be
about 1,300 words and should be on a topic of interest to young lawyers. (Longer articles may be divided into two installments and published in successive issues.)
Articles. Substantive article topics may include, for example:
yy New developments in the law
yy Day in the Life of… (e.g., “Day in the life of a Circuit Court law clerk” or “Day in the life of an assistant city attorney”)
yy Recent experience with… (or Lessons learned from… ) (e.g., “Lessons learned from taking a legal aid pro bono case,”
“Recent experience with arbitration,” or “Lessons learned from participating in the VBA Veterans Issues Task Force”)
yy Tips/Advice (e.g., “Arguing your first jury trial,”“Tips for effective negotiations,” or “How to handle your first client
meeting”)
yy General Overview of a legal practice area (e.g., “Understanding partition suits” or “What every lawyer should know about
property settlement agreements,” etc.)
We welcome articles that are written specifically for Opening Statement, as well as articles that are adaptations of previously
published material, such as blog posts, articles from firm newsletters, excerpts or summaries of law review articles, etc. The
complete Author Guidelines and the VBA Publication Agreement are available online at: www.openingstatement.org.
Photos and Event Write-ups. In addition to substantive articles, we are also interested in receiving photos and/or write-ups
from YLD events. If you took photos at a YLD social or other event, please pass them along to us for possible use on the YLD
website or in the Opening Statement newsletter.

Please send your submissions or questions to the Opening Statement Editorial Board at: editors@openingstatement.org.
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YLD RECEIVES NATIONAL RECOGNITION

Departing Officers and
Executive Board Members
Thank you to Steven P. Gould, Seth J. Ragosta, Ashlee Webster, Lauren Wheeling Waller,
and L. Lucy Willson who are departing the Executive Board of the YLD after many years of
service. We appreciate your many contributions to the YLD.
Steven P. Gould

Principal, Byrnes Gould
(Danville)
Contact Info:
sgould@byrnesgould.com
or 434.792.2424

Ashlee Webster

Counsel, Spilman Thomas & Battle, PLLC
(Winston-Salem, NC)
Contact Info:
awebster@spilmanlaw.com
or 336.725.4473

Seth J. Ragosta

Shareholder, Lenhart Pettit
(Charlottesville)
Contact Info:
sjr@lplaw.com or 434.817.7979

Lauren Wheeling Waller

Partner, Williams Mullen (Richmond)
Contact Info:
lwaller@williamsmullen.com or
804.420.6590

L. Lucy Willson

Partner, Willcox & Savage, PC
(Norfolk)
Contact Info:
lwillson@wilsav.com or 757.628.5690

Advertise in the Opening Statement
The VBA YLD is pleased to announce that we are accepting
advertisements for publication in the Opening Statement. The
Opening Statement is highly visible within the VBA. It is published
and distributed to all members of the YLD four times per year. With
such high visibility, what better way to reach your peers? Funds
from advertisement purchases will be used to help support the
operations of the VBA YLD and its numerous programs, including
the Opening Statement. If you are interested in purchasing
advertising space in the Opening Statement, please contact us at
editors@openingstatement.org.
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Support VBA Foundation
The VBA Foundation funds numerous programs, including the Ask
A Lawyer Project, the Pro Bono
Hotlines, the Model Judiciary
Project, the Veterans Issues Task
Force, and Regional Mentoring
Programs.To donate or to learn
more, visit: vba.org/foundation.
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NETWORKING IN NORTHERN VIRGINIA

YLD Hosts Membership Event in
Northern Virginia
wishes to specially recognize Laura Liff
for her efforts in planning and organizing the event. Thanks to this event, the
YLD hopes to see its membership ranks
increase in Northern Virginia! 
Courtesy: Laura Liff

Court, who previously served as the
Chair of the Young Lawyers Division in
2012. The event was sponsored by the
law firms of Curran Moher Weis, Hogan
Lovells, McCandlish & Lillard, Redmon,
Peyton & Braswell, Allred, Bacon, Halfhill & Young, and Miles
& Stockbridge.
The YLD Membership
Committee for the
Potomac Region successfully organized the
event. The Committee
Courtesy: Laura Liff

On November 12, 2017, around 20
young lawyers from Northern Virginia
gathered in Ashburn, Virginia for a VBA
Young Lawyers Division membership
event. Young lawyers from the region
took turns hitting golf balls off the tee
as part of the unique “TopGolf ” driving range experience. The event was
attended by YLD members and nonmembers alike, and those unfamiliar
with the YLD took a keen interest in
becoming involved in the VBA. Also in
attendance was the Honorable Judge
Daniel E. Ortiz of the Fairfax Circuit

(L-R): Nicole Poltash, Laura Liff, Madeline Kramer, and Emily Gomez.
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Courtesy: Laura Liff

Kara Lee nails her shot off the tee.

Courtesy: Laura Liff

(L-R): Laura Liff, Staci Figueroa, Matthew Baker, Emily Baker, Joe Figueroa, and Judge Daniel Ortiz.

(L-R): Mikhail Lopez, Kara Lee, Craig Hoovler, and Dan Mauler.
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